The Current Condition of
MISSOURI TRANSPORTATION
What is the Current Condition of Missouri
Transportation?
Last year, 51.8 billion miles were traveled on the state
Interstates and Major Routes
highway system. The majority of travel occurs on interstates
and major routes. Interstates and major routes include just
5,546 miles of the 33,859 miles of highway in Missouri, but
account for 76 percent of the travel. Currently, 92 percent of
these routes are in good condition as MoDOT has focused on
improving and maintaining these routes over the last decade.
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39.6 billion miles
were driven on
interstates and
major routes;
therefore, each
mile had 7.1 million
miles traveled on it.
MoDOT’s construction program provides
the funding to maintain these routes.
5,530 Miles = 16% of System
Travel on these routes = 77%
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Minor Routes

Minor Routes

Missouri’s minor routes
make up the largest group of
state highways, accounting
for 17,166 miles – just over
one-half of the entire state
highway system. About 22
percent of all state travel
occurs on these routes.
Currently, 81 percent of these
routes are in good condition.
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11.4 billion
miles were
driven on
minor routes;
therefore,
each mile had
664,000 miles
traveled on it.

MoDOT’s construction
program provides the funding
to maintain these routes.
Travel on these routes = 21%

The final tier of Missouri
highways is low volume
routes. Each of these routes
carry less than 400 vehicles
per day and primarily serve
local transportation needs.
Missouri has 11,147 miles
of low volume routes,
accounting for about onethird of the state system.
Travel on these routes is less
than two percent of all state
highway travel. Currently, 73
percent of these routes are in
good condition.

Area Mileage % Good Pavement
Urban 1,895
75%
Rural 15,360
81%
Total 17,255
80%

Low Volume Routes

Low Volume Routes

Low Volume Routes
Urban Areas
MoDOT DISTRICTS

0.8 billion
miles were
driven on low
volume routes;
therefore,
each mile had
72,000 miles
traveled on it.

MoDOT’s construction program
funds are used to maintain the
Travel on
these routes
= 2%
bridges on these
routes;
however,
the pavements
these
routes
Area on
Mileage
% Good
Pavement
Urbanusing
193 MoDOT’s
59%
are maintained
10,914
71%
maintenanceRural
funds.
Total 11,107
71%
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In addition to the huge network
of highways, Missouri has 10,385
bridges of varying sizes, including
208 major bridges that are longer
than 1,000 feet, or about the
length of three football fields.
Currently, 922 bridges are in poor
condition. MoDOT inspects these
bridges on a regular basis to
ensure they are safe for travelers.
If a bridge is unsafe, it is closed
until repairs can be made. Missouri
also has 1,194 weight-restricted
bridges, with 450 of them also in
poor condition.

922 POOR
BRIDGES
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1,194 WEIGHT
RESTRICTED
BRIDGES
450
BOTH
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